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Neville (“Nev”) Hyman is an internationally renowned entrepreneur, having established two of the best 
known and most successful surfboard brands in the world:  Nev Future Shapes and Firewire Surfboards. 

To complement the Nev surfboard range, he set up Nev Japan – an apparel, shoe, and accessories 
company.  He was also a pioneer in the development of CAD/CAM (AKU Shaper) computer surfboard 
design and manufacturing. 

Nev is an accomplished entrepreneur, a philanthrocapitalist, a competent director and advisor with links 
globally through his various ventures.  He brings a wealth of experience and knowledge to the NevEarth 
fund, NevHouse, and NevCare, as well as a sincere passion for humanity and the environment. 

Passion and dedication for the environment stems from his strong relationship with the ocean, as a surfer 
and a surfboard designer. 

Founder of NevHouse, a company that creates houses from a unique compound made of waste plastic, 
providing an innovative solution to international development issues in housing, as well as environmental 
damage resulting from improper use of plastic. 

Developed and built Nev Future Shapes (formerly known as Nev Surfboards and Odyssey Surfboards) as 
a start-up and developed it into a globally competitive brand and business. 

Transformed surfboard operations into the globally renowned Firewire Surfboards, one of the most well-
known surfboard manufacturers of epoxy surfboards, with offices in Australia and the United States and 
supply chain operations in Thailand. 

Established Nev Japan, a company that markets shoes, accessories, and apparel to complement the Nev 
surfboard range. 

Detailed-oriented and strongly involved in daily business and operations, including design and 
manufacturing. 

Designs boards using AKU Shaper and examines output for revisions. 



Holds 2 Guinness Records for largest surfboard ever built and for the most surfers riding on a wave on 
one surfboard (47 in Queensland and 60 in California, 2005). 


